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Theme For Jessica

Scivere in Jazz 2016 - Sez. C - Arrangiamento

Instrumentation

Sop Sax
Alto Sax
Tenor Sax 1, 2
Bari Sax
Trumpet 1, 2, 3, 4
Horn 1, 2
Trombone
Bass Trombone
Guitar
Piano
Acoustic Bass
Drums
Theme For Jessica

Music From The Netherlands
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Theme For Jessica
Theme For Jessica

Tenor 1
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Almost breaking the tempo, preparing for interlude
Theme For Jessica

Tenor 1
Tpt. 4
Tpt. 2
Tpt. 1
Hn. 2
Hn. 1
Tbn.
Dr.

Interlude - Play Section 3 Times!